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Abstract With an increase in their capabilities, robots start
to play a role in everyday settings. This necessitates a step
from a robot-centered (i.e., teaching humans to adapt to robots)
to a more human-centered approach (where robots integrate
naturally into human activities). Achieving this will increase
the effectiveness of robot usage (e.g., shortening the timere-
quired for learning), reduce errors, and increase user accep-
tance. Robotic camera control will play an important role
for a more natural and easier-to-interpret behavior, owing
to the central importance of gaze in human communication.
This study is intended to provide a first step towards im-
proving camera control by a better understanding of human
gaze behavior in social situations. To this end, we registered
the eye movements of humans watching different types of
movies. In all movies, the same two triangles moved around
in a self-propelled fashion. However, crucially, some of the
movies elicited the attribution of mental states to the tri-
angles, while others did not. This permitted us to directly
distinguish eye movement patterns relating to the attribu-
tion of mental states in (perceived) social situations, from
the patterns in non-social situations. We argue that a better
understanding of what characterizes human gaze patterns in
social situations will help shape robotic behavior, make it
more natural for humans to communicate with robots, and
establish joint attention (to certain objects) between humans
and robots. In addition, a better understanding of human
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gaze in social situations will provide a measure for evaluat-
ing whether robots are perceived as social agents rather than
non-intentional machines. This could help decide which be-
haviors a robot should display in order to be perceived as a
social interaction partner.

Keywords social robots⋅ eye movements⋅ theory of mind

1 Introduction

1.1 Roles of Gaze

Gaze plays a central role in human everyday life. On the
one hand, it provides feedback about the success and failure
of particular (motor) actions, that is, it contributes to ensur-
ing goal achievement in online action control. On the other,
gaze plays also a role in human-human interactions. In such
situations, gaze is closely coupled to attention [1,2], con-
veys intent [3], regulates social interactions [4], and is used
as a pointer to objects of shared interest [5]. Even though it
is less immediately apparent that gaze is functionally nec-
essary in this context, it is clearly socially mandatory. For
example, a robot bar tender could serve a drink with camera
eyes averted from the customer, but this would be incon-
sistent with what the customer expects in such a situation.
On the other hand, fixating (“staring at”) the customer all
the time would be experienced as discomfort. Up to now,
research has focused mostly on the first type of situation.
However, arguably, the social factors in robotic camera con-
trol will come to be seen as increasingly important for more
complex human-robot interaction scenarios.

The importance of gaze can be observed quite early in
human development. Gaze starts to play a fundamental role
in everyday life during infancy and preserves its central role
during adulthood. Even 12-month old babies follow the gaze
of “entities” that posses attributes typically associatedwith
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“agency”, that is, as possessing a face or showing contin-
gent interactive behavior [6]. Infants use this gaze-following
behavior to learn (to predict) where interesting events are
likely to occur and computational models are available of
the acquisition of gaze-following behavior [7,8]. Later in
life, eye gaze cues nearly automatically attract attentionto
looked-at locations or objects, and lack of this behavior has
been linked to disorders such as autism [9].

The social function of gaze is not restricted to increasing
comfort. Rather, social gaze is also relevant when commu-
nication is needed for task achievement. Thus, for example,
robot cameras mimicking human eye movements can im-
prove communication about common goals in joint work sit-
uations, as for instance in an assembly task in which humans
and robots have to communicate about the next (task) step
to perform (e.g., the next object to approach etc.). Human-
gaze-like behavior would be a natural way to achieve this
communicative goal. However, to implement such behavior
in robots, many open questions remain to be answered con-
cerning the issue of social-gaze control in humans.

In situations such as those outlined above, human gaze
control can be used as a model of robotic camera control
to increase interaction efficiency. An additional advantage
of a better understanding human social-gaze control is re-
lated to robot evaluation. There is as yet no agreed standard
for assessing how human-like a robot is perceived [10]. Ar-
guably, however, based on knowing how human gaze pat-
terns change in social, as compared to non-social, situations,
indices can be developed that reflect whether a robot is per-
ceived as a social agent rather than a pre-fixed machine.
Thus, our general aim to achieve an improved understand-
ing of how gaze patterns change in social compared to non-
social situations translates in two closely related goals.One
is to implement the knowledge gained about social-gaze pat-
terns in robotic camera control. The other goal is to de-
rive indices from this knowledge that permits the human-
likeness of robots to be evaluated.

Despite the relevance of gaze in dynamic situations and
the many studies that examined gaze patterns in different
task contexts [11–13], most studies looked at gaze pattern
changes instatic social situations. For static social situa-
tions, faces and, in particular, eyes have been shown to be
strong attractors for the onlooker’s gaze [11]; that is, stimu-
lus aspects associated with social agents (such as faces) play
a prominent role in determining gaze behavior. In more dy-
namic situations, however, certain patterns of stimulus move-
ment unfolding in time can give rise to neutral objects being
perceived as intentional agents [14]. As robots are typically
employed in dynamic contexts, these are the kind of situa-
tions that need further exploration - because in such situa-
tions robots, too, can be attributed mental states, intent,and
goals. This will change the expectations that humans will
have of robots and how tasks are represented. For example,

would humans also describe object locations relative to “in-
tentional” robots, in the same way as they take other humans
as reference points for localizing objects [15]?

In fact, humans have a tendency to attribute goals even
to artifacts [16], and understanding the behavior of others
as being goal-driven can be seen as a first step to develop-
ing socially meaningful interactions. Thus, the fact that hu-
mans have a preference for “teleological explanations” also
with regard to the behaviors of artifacts, suggests that hu-
man roles can be taken by robots. Classical examples for
attribution of social or human roles to non-human entities
include the computer “therapist” ELIZA of Joseph Weizen-
baum [17], which - despite its simple conversation rules -
convinced some people to be a human; or the Clever Hans, a
horse that was attributed arithmetic capabilities, even though
it only reacted to subtle cues of its coach. A more recent
demonstration is the robot Kismet [3], which - despite not
being very close to human morphology - provides some of
the facial features necessary for conveying emotions [18].
Moreover, even artifacts that displayed even less similarity
with human morphology have been shown to evoke social
interpretations [14]. For example, Heider and Simmel [14]
could engender social interpretations by presenting simple
geometric shapes, two moving triangles and a disc that fol-
lowed different trajectories. Despite their simplicity, by virtue
of their movements, these simple geometric forms gave rise
to an interpretation, on the part of the onlookers, in human
terms. This effect of particular movements unfolding in time
is remarkable in view of the fact that simply increasing the
visual similarity of artificial agents to humans does not nec-
essarily achieve the same end. Evidence for this comes from
neuro-cognitive studies.

1.2 Differential Processing of Biological and
Non-Biological Information

Humans process visual information differently depending
on whether it is seen as biolocial or non-biological in ori-
gin. At first, it appeared that the difference in processing was
caused by differences in the visual information provided. A
key finding in experimental psychology is that observing the
action of others has a direct influence on motor processing,
rather than just on visual perception (see, e.g., [19]). Only
recently, some studies have also looked at the influence of
observed artifacts’ actions on human action processing. For
instance, Kilner and colleagues [20] had participants per-
form repeated horizontal (left-right) or, respectively, verti-
cal (up-down) movements while they watched either another
human or a robot performing movements that were either
congruent (the same as) or incongruent (different to) with
their own movement direction. It turned out that incongruent
movements of observed humans, but not of observed robots,
increased the variance of the performed movements. This
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was interpreted within the framework of the mirror neuron
theory [21].

Mirror neurons are neurons that fire during action ob-
servationand execution. Some theories also relate them to
social understanding [22,23]. In the study of Kilner and col-
leagues, presumably only human actors, but not robots, ac-
tivated the mirror neurons and therefore, in case of action
incongruity, interfered with the movement actually to be per-
formed. In the robot movements, by contrast, some biolog-
ical features critical for activating the mirror neuron sys-
tem seemed to have been missing. Similarly, Pozzo and col-
leagues [24] showed that humans could better predict the
final position of a moving dot that disappeared behind an oc-
cluding surface if the dot followed a biological (rather than
a non-biological) movement profile, which presumably per-
mitted them to rely on a forward model for prediction (see
also [25]).

However, in more recent studies [26,27], even a mov-
ing dot with a non-biological movement profile has been
found to interfere with movement execution. One interpre-
tation offered by Kilner and colleagues was that the mir-
ror system only responds if the observed stimuli combined
with the observed movement patterns are sufficiently famil-
iar - which was assumed to be the case for moving dots,
but not for robots. The relevance of physical attributes of vi-
sual information is further questioned by a number of find-
ings that point to the importance of abstract “features”, in
particular, the goals or interpretations, of actions for the ac-
tivation of the mirror neuron system [28]. In the study of
Gazzola and colleagues, a robot action was found to acti-
vate the mirror neuron system only if the observed action
had a familiar goal. The predominant influence of interpre-
tation, versus that of sheer morphological similarity, wasun-
derscored by Stanley and colleagues [29], who reported that
the same moving dot stimuli did or did not lead to interfer-
ence depending on whether participants were made to be-
lieve that the dot motion was biological or non-biological in
origin. This also fits well with the proposal of Biocca and
colleagues [30] that mental models are activated when in-
telligent behavior is detected. Interestingly, they linked the
activation of the mental model to the feeling of social pres-
ence.

Taken together, these findings suggest that whether or
not an “intentional stance” [31] is taken depends not so much
on similarity to humans, but rather on other factors. Ar-
guably, therefore, it would be advantageous to investigate
human information processing in the context of dynamic
social situations. An improved understanding of how hu-
man information processing differs between social and non-
social situations would allow us to derive behavioral indica-
tors for conditions in which a robot is perceived as a social
agent and, based on these, tailor the robots to meet the needs
of their human interaction partners.

1.3 Non-Eye Movement Measures of Intentionality
Ascription

[32] had participants segment animations involving two mov-
ing stimuli into parts. Different groups of participants were
given different types of information as to how the anima-
tions were created. The interpretation either suggested some
intentions behind the stimuli’s movements, or that the move-
ments were randomly generated. One intentional interpreta-
tion was, for example, that the two stimuli represented the
movements of two players of a chasing game. It was found
that participants’ segmentation decisions were more driven
by bottom-up visual features in the non-intentional than in
the intentional conditions. In the latter conditions, the way
in which participant segmented the animations was presum-
ably influenced by the (top-down) story information pro-
vided to them.

While these findings illustrate the influence of top-down
information on (the explicit measure of) participants’ seg-
mentation decisions, these were explicitly required by the
task. However, explicit measures such as this would make it
hard to assess attributions of intentionality in real-world sce-
narios without impacting on the nature of the task. Arguably,
examining observers’ gaze behaviour would provide for a
less intrusive way to make this assessment, which is why the
present study focused on implicit eye movement measures.
Further, while participants in [32] used different segmenta-
tion strategies in the different conditions, it is not really clear
whether they attributed “minds” to thestimuli, or to theper-
sonswho created them. Of course, this is not a shortcoming
of [32] which was designed to address a different question;
however, it would be a problem with regard to the current
question. Therefore, in the present study, we used rather ar-
tificial animations which permitted us to control whether or
not mind attribution to the stimuli occurred.

2 Examining Eye Movements in the Context of Social
Agents

That eye movements, too, are influenced by the goals of an
observer has been very well documented in natural situa-
tions [33]. Furthermore, the value of rewards to be found
at new fixation location has been shown to be an important
factor for saccadic target selection [33,34]. Given the depen-
dency of eye movements on task context and reward, one
would also expect to find different gaze patterns in social
compared to non-social contexts.
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2.1 Earlier Studies of Eye Movement Control in the
Context of Social Situations

A first step in examining eye movement differences during
interactions with interactive robots and non-interactivetoys
was taken by Dautenhahn and colleagues [35]. They mea-
sured the gaze durations of children with autism who were
playing with either a robot or a (toy) truck. Unfortunately,no
clear differences were found. Furthermore, eye movements
are known to differ in several respects between individuals
with and without autism [36]; therefore, eye movements of
individuals with autism would not provide a good model for
eye movement control in humans in general. Also, it is un-
clear what role the children attributed to the toy/robot.

[11] investigated the influence of the social content of
pictures on observers’ gaze behavior, where the social con-
tent was manipulated by varying the number of people de-
picted in different scenes. Birmingham found that, increas-
ing the number of humans in a scene led to an increase in
gazes directed to the eyes of the humans. Importantly, this
increase was found only when the humans were depicted to
be engaged in activities like playing cards or reading a book,
underscoring the importance of perceived social behavior on
eye movement control. However, only static pictures were
used in these experiments, so that it remains unclear what
would happen in more dynamic contexts typical for robot
action.

An investigation of eye movement patterns in the con-
text of dynamical stimuli was conducted by Klein and col-
leagues [37]. They examined mean fixation durations and
counts while participants watched movies of two triangles.
Some of the movements of the triangles gave rise to inter-
pretations that made reference to the concept of “mind”.
Movies that were interpreted in terms of mind states, i.e.,
of one triangle “agent” exhibiting behavior that is related
to the state of the other “agent”, were associated with both
longer fixation durations and a reduced number of fixations.
Thus, this study yielded a first description of differential
eye movement patterns between social and non-social sit-
uations. However, it did not provide a more detailed anal-
ysis of gaze control in social, as compared to non-social,
situations. In particular, for modelling social gaze behav-
ior, it is important to understand where humans direct their
gaze. No such information was provided by [37]. Also, when
used as an evaluative measure of social (as compared to
non-social) interactions, fixation duration is likely to betoo
coarse a measure: it is strongly influenced by the movement
velocities of the stimuli (“agents”), which may not providea
good cue to “agency”. This problem is at least partly circum-
vented by additionally obtaining measures of fixation loca-
tion, which are less influenced by the specific velocity pro-
files employed. Because of the importance of eye measures
in social contexts, the current study was designed to ex-

tend the results of [37] by also analyzing the gaze positions
relative to moving triangles and comparing them between
movies for which mind attribution did or did not occur. This
permitted testing whether social content really leads to more
eye movements being directed to (social) agents. As this is a
novel approach, data analysis is inevitably more exploratory
than one would ideally wish.

2.2 Experiment

In the experiment, 12 healthy participants watched differ-
ent movies, each displaying two triangles, a large (about
4∘) red and a smaller (about 2∘) blue one, that moved in a
“self-propelled” manner for about 18 seconds. Earlier stud-
ies had shown that these movies could be grouped into either
a random, goal-directed, or theory-of-mind condition [37,
38]; henceforth, these will be referred to by the terms non-
social, goal, and social, respectively.1 Each condition con-
tained four movies. Movies in the goal condition typically
lead to interpretations that involve interactions, for example,
the small triangle is following the large triangle, or the two
triangles move in a symmetric fashion. Social movies typi-
cally evoke mentalizing descriptions. An example would be
that the large triangle is trying to motivate the small triangle
to move out of the house, while the small triangle seems to
be afraid of the outside. By contrast, movies from the non-
social condition are described mostly in terms of physical
movements, e.g., the triangles are floating around. See be-
low for further descriptions of the animations.

In the present study, participants were asked to watch
the movies attentively in order to report at the end what had
happened. These reports were only used to check that par-
ticipants had indeed concentrated on the movies (i.e., they
were not further analyzed). Instead, the focus lay on the dif-
ference in gaze patterns among movies from the different
conditions.

2.2.1 Materials and Procedure

Participants’ eye movements while watching the movies were
recorded using an SR-Research (Canada) Eyelink 1000 sys-
tem (see Fig. 1). The sampling frequency of the eye tracker
was 1000 Hz, and its accuracy is typically better than 0.5∘ of
visual angle. All 12 participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and received either monetary compensation or
course credits in exchange for their time. The movies they
viewed were the Frith-Happé animations as used by [37,38],
shortened to 18 seconds each while preserving the essential
story. The long version of the movies can be viewed under

1 This terminology refers to the perception of the triangles associal
agents, i.e., whether mind attribution to the triangles occurs or not.
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. Participants sat comfortably in a chair and
watched the movies on a computer screen. Head stability was achieved
by means of a chin rest.

http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/dev_group/
ufrith/research.htm#animations.

As an illustration, Fig. 2 depicts snapshots from the so-
cial film “mocking”.

Each participant saw all twelve movies in random order.
After each movie, participants were asked to describe what
they had seen.

2.2.2 Data analysis

All reported measures were first calculated for each movie
and participant separately, prior to averaging across movies
from the same condition.

Temporal Variables
Mean fixation durationwas the average length of periods
without blinks and saccades, that is, when the tracked eye
was open, eye velocity was below 30

∘

s
, acceleration below

8000
∘

s2
, and eye movement amplitudes were smaller than

0.5∘. Similarly, fixation countswere calculated by counting
the number of fixation periods that were interrupted by a
blink, saccade event, or the end of the movie.

Spatial Variables
Trial timewas defined as the length of the animation movies.
Triangle timewas the time eye gaze fell within a circle of 3∘

around the center of gravity of the red or blue triangle, re-
spectively.Top (mid) timewas the time eye gaze was within
a circle of 1∘ around the top (middle) of the triangle (The
top position was the edge with the longest sides.) Theper-
centage triangle timewas then given by

100 ∗
triangle time

trial time
,

while percentage top timewas calculated by

100 ∗
top time

top time+mid time
.

Fig. 2 Snapshots of the social film “mocking”. A typical description
for this film would be that the blue triangle mocks behind the back
of the red one. When the red one turns and looks at the blue triangle
the blue triangle pretends to do something else only to follow the red
triangle afterwards again.

Percentage top time, however, was derived only for the red
triangle; the small size of the blue triangle rendered this
measure unreliable for this object.Blue timewas the time
eye gaze was within a circle of 3∘ around the center of grav-
ity of the blue triangle, divided by triangle time. Theper-
centage middle timewas the time gaze was directed within
1∘ around the middle position between both triangles di-
vided by trial time. Finally, a regression was calculated to
examine whether the horizontal and vertical components of
the eye movements were less dependent on the triangles’
movements during social movies. For the regression, each
movie was divided in four parts, each 4.5 seconds in length.
Subsequently, for each part, a regression of the horizontal
positions of the eyesxe was run, using as regressors an in-
tercepti, the horizontal position of the red triangle’s center
of massxr, the horizontal position of the blue triangle’s cen-
ter of massxb, and an error term�; �r and�b are weighting
parameters:

xe = i+ �rxr + �bxb + �

An analogous regression was run for the vertical position of
the eyesye:

ye = i+ �ryr + �byb + �

The crucial measure here was the proportion of accounted-
for varianceR2.R2 values were first averaged across all four
parts and then acrossxe andye to derive at the final mea-
sure of explained variance. For each measure, a repeated-
measures ANOVA with the factor movie condition (non-
social, goal, social) was calculated to examine for a general
influence of the type of movie. Except for Blue time, this
influence was followed up by planned comparisons between
the goal and non-social and the social and goal conditions.
As for Blue time, the percentage for each movie condition
was tested against 50% using Bonferroni-corrected t-tests.
Whenever necessary, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections [39]
were used, though for ease of communication only the non-
corrected degrees of freedom are reported below.

2.2.3 Results

Temporal Variables
Fig. 3 displays the mean differences in fixation duration and
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fixation counts among the three movie conditions. Mean fix-
ation durations were longer for movies in the social com-
pared to the non-social and goal conditions, while the latter
two conditions showed little difference in fixation duration.
Similarly, fixation counts were highest in the non-social and
lowest in the social condition, with the goal condition again
being similar to the non-social condition. This pattern was
reflected statistically in significant main effects of condition
for fixation durations (F (2, 22) = 4.62,MSE = 1534.63,p
< .05) and fixation counts (F (2, 22) = 4.29,MSE = 9.93,
p < .05), and in significant differences between social and
goal movies (fixation duration:F (1, 11) = 10.27,MSE =
1676.54,p < .05; fixation counts:F (1, 11) = 8.92,MSE =
13.72,p < .05), but no significant differences between non-
social and goal movies (F (1, 11) = 1.38,p > .10;F < 1).

Spatial Variables
Fig. 4 - Fig. 8 show the results of the location analyses.
Participants looked longer at the triangles in social movies
compared to the other two conditions. In fact, this increase
in looking time was nearly linear from non-social through
goal to social movies (Fig. 4). Statistically, this was corrob-
orated by a significant main effect of condition (F (2, 22) =
33.53,MSE = 76.14,p < .05; goal vs. non-social:F (1, 11)
= 10.55,MSE = 106.71,p < .05; social vs. goal:F (1, 11)
= 65.93,MSE = 56.76,p < .05).

A different pattern emerged for percentage top time. The
social and goal movies exhibited a higher percentage of top
time compared to the non-social condition, while differing
only little between each other (Fig. 5). Accordingly, while
there was a significant main effect of condition, only the
comparison involving the non-social condition reached sig-
nificance (F (2, 22) = 20.46,p < .05; goal vs. non-social:
F (1, 11) = 38.53,MSE = 56.61,p < .05; social vs. goal:
F (1, 11) = 2.48,MSE = 42.69,p > .10).

During movies of the non-social and goal conditions,
gaze was more often directed to the blue rather than the red
triangle. This ratio was more balanced for the social condi-
tion (see Fig. 6). Statistically, there was a main effect of con-
dition, and Blue time differed significantly from 50% except
in the social condition. (F (2, 22) = 13.57,MSE = 37.92,p
< .05;t(11) = 3.93,p3 < .05;t(11) = 6.98,p3 < .05,t(11) =
-.81,p3 > .10 for the non-social, goal, and social conditions,
respectively).

As can be seen from Figure 7, the time that was spent
fixating midway between the two triangles increased signifi-
cantly across the three conditions (F (2, 22) = 228.72,MSE

=10.68,p < .05; goal vs. non-social:F (1, 11)= 352.78,
MSE =9.30,p < .05; social vs. goal:F (1, 11) = 194.23,
MSE =25.08,p < .05).

Finally, horizontal and vertical eye positions were sig-
nificantly less determined by the locations of the trianglesin
social movies compared to the non-social and goal movies
(F (2, 22) = 37.65,MSE <1, p < .05; goal vs. non-social:

Fig. 3 Mean fixation durations and counts (and 95% confidence inter-
vals) for social, goal, and non-social movies.

Fig. 4 Mean percentage trial time (and 95% confidence interval) for
social, goal, and non-social movies.

Fig. 5 Mean percentage top time (and 95% confidence interval) for
social, goal, and non-social movies.

F (1, 11) < 1; social vs. goal:F (1, 11) = 47.56,MSE

<0.01, p < .05). This difference in explained variance is
shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 6 Mean percentage blue time (and 95% confidence interval) for
social, goal, and non-social movies.

Fig. 7 Mean percentage time spent midway between both triangles
(and 95% confidence interval) for social, goal, and non-socialmovies.
Note that these values do not have to add up to 100% with those given
in Figure 4 - as, due to the adopted size of the regions of interest, a
fixation in-between the two triangles could in some extreme casesalso
be counted as fixating one of the triangles.

2.3 Discussion

In the experiment, participants watched films that showed
two self-propelled moving triangles. As has been demon-
strated before, these films typically lead to descriptions that
mainly involve physical terms (non-social movies), refer to
interactions (goal movies), or evoke mentalizing descrip-
tions (social movies) [37,38]. While participants were watch-
ing these movies for subsequent report, their eye movements
were recorded. Eye movements play a prominent role in so-
cial interactions (e.g., [40,4]) and are therefore well suited
to investigating the activation of social interpretationsdur-
ing movies.

Indeed, fixations were significantly longer and less fre-
quent while watching social movies. This fits well with the
literature, where increases in fixation durations are reported
when more complex processing [41,13,42], or integration

Fig. 8 Mean proportion of variance (and 95% confidence interval) ac-
counted for by the triangle positions for social, goal, and non-social
movies, combined across horizontal and vertical gaze positions.

of various types of information [43] is required. For exam-
ple, [43] reported an increase in average fixation duration
during cartoon viewing when the caption was provided in
advance of, rather than after, the picture. The authors at-
tributed this to the increased processing demands when in-
tegrating text and picture, which lead to longer average fixa-
tion durations. Clearly, social situations are situationswhere
additional sources of information, besides the physical in-
formation, are to be integrated. This makes processing more
complex in social conditions, thus increasing fixation dura-
tions.

In addition to this temporal variation, spatial differences
were observed as well. The eyes remained longer on the tri-
angles during social films and gaze position was more of-
ten placed at corner junctions of the red triangle which lay
in its respective heading direction. Additionally, participants
“dwelled” for more balanced amounts of the time on the red
and blue triangles as well as the region between both. Fur-
ther, gaze position was less dependent on the triangles’ loca-
tions. Thus, these measures permit movies with mentalizing
content to be reliably discriminated from those without such
contents. Longer fixation durations on the triangles were ex-
pected on the assumption that watching social content ac-
tivates a social model, which subsequently prioritizes eye
movements to the “social agents”, reflected in longer gaze
times on the triangles. One might speculate that the longer
fixation times on the corners corresponding to the triangles’
heading directions in the social and goal conditions are re-
lated to a preference for looking at the eyes of intentional
agents (e.g., [11]). Interestingly, this was the only measure
in which the goal condition was more similar to the social
than to the non-social condition. One reason for this might
be that humans tend to look at the head of all entities that
seem to show a movement that is goal-directed, whether or
not the entity is attributed a mind. Goal-directed is meant
here in the sense of having an end point that is designated
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by the observable characteristics of the scene, rather thanby
a non-observable (mental) state. The more balanced distri-
bution of gaze time over the red and blue triangles in the
social condition shows that humans understand that, when
both agents have a “mind” of their own, both agents have to
be observed for a full understanding of the interaction.

This is less necessary in conditions where mind attribu-
tion does not occur, because it is sufficient to observe what
one agent is doing to understand what is going on in such sit-
uations; here, goals are not seen as related to the state of the
other agent. For example, understanding the blue triangle’s
action of “hiding” in a social condition requires that one un-
derstands at the same time that the red triangle is looking
for someone. This is not true for the animation of “fighting”
in the goal condition, where understanding the action of one
triangle does not depend on the state of the other triangle. In
these situations, visual factors, such as the (relative) size of
the triangles, play a larger role, leading to a gaze preference
for the harder-to-detect blue triangle.

The time gaze was directed to the middle position be-
tween the two triangles increased significantly from the non-
social through the goal to the social condition. This suggests
that the two triangles were perceived more as a common
group [44] in the goal and social conditions, which made
fixations to the individual triangles less necessary.2

Finally, the stronger influence of triangle location on gaze
position during non-social movies suggests that theory-of-
mind processes make eye control less dependent on visual
input and physical events alone, and more dependent on in-
ternal models of what is happening and where to look next
(see [34] for a similar argument in the context of goals). Im-
portantly, except for top time, all measures differed between
social and goal conditions - which demonstrates that they
specifically index social processes.

An interesting question (raised by one anonymous re-
viewer) concerns at what point in time, after the start of
the movies, the eye movement measures begin to dissociate
between animations with social and those with non-social
contents. Preliminary analyses of the data obtained with the
current animations suggest that the reported measures dif-
fer in how fast they signal the detection and processing of
social as compared to non-social material. While measures,
such as middle time, triangle time, and blue time allow dis-
tinguishing between the conditions after about 4 seconds of
sampling, it takes 14 seconds for top time to show a sig-
nificant difference. This suggests that some measures more
closely reflect relatively early, presumably visual processes
that provide cues for social (as compared to non-social) con-
tents, while others involve more time-consuming updating
of the situational model and the activation of the appropri-
ate oculomotor tracking routines. This possibility will have
to be examined in future studies that systematically vary the

2 We thank one anonymous reviewer for this interesting suggestion.

visual cues and situational information cues rendered by the
animations.

Importantly, these measures provide a quantitative in-
dex of how strongly a movie that is being watched activates
social interpretations. This opens the possibility for using
such measures to assess alternative designs for artifacts.For
instance, it could answer questions such as: is it more im-
portant for evoking social interpretations to construct robot
hands that are visually similar to human hands, or to move
them with a biological velocity profile. One scenario, for ex-
ample, could be that different prototypes of robots perform
the same sequence of actions while human observers’ eye
movements are recorded. These eye movements can then be
analyzed for the “markers” specified above to gain a mea-
sure of mind attribution. Similarly, these variables - the over-
all speed of fixation changes, and the time and location spent
on intentional agents - should be taken into consideration
when implementing algorithms for robotic camera control.
This is important for providing humans with a more natu-
ral feeling when they interact with robots. Interesting in this
context is the observation of [45], that humans are quite ac-
curate in predicting the location of others’ gaze. In future
work, we plan to develop automatic classification routines
for distinguishing between gaze patterns in social and non-
social situations. These routines can then be used by a robot
to select and evaluate its own gaze behavior. The aim will be
to develop a robot that, in addition to establishing eye con-
tact [46], is also capable of displaying human-like camera
movements in the interaction that follows afterwards.

Having available more detailed knowledge about the eye
movements of humans in social situations can inspire mod-
els of robot camera control, as well as inform how bottom-
up-derived information should be complemented by top-down
guidance. That is, in a given category of social situations,
such as making first eye contact, camera control signals based
on visual saliency could be overridden online by knowledge
of where persons would typically look in such situations. In
the example, this would permit eye contact to be maintained
despite the presence of some salient (e.g., red) object on the
background (e.g., green grass).

However, one caveat remains. While the current stim-
uli where selected based on the interpretations they evoke
in the observer, these stimuli were less controlled in terms
of their low-level movement characteristics. We attempted
to counter this problem by using location information rela-
tive to the triangles, which should render the measure more
robust against low-level feature differences than temporal
measures alone. Additionally, we used 4 stimuli per condi-
tion. Optimally, physical differences should therefore beei-
ther representative of the category or cancel out. We contend
that the displayed movements are a representative sample of
naturally occurring movements of the same type, i.e., inten-
tional agents do show sudden movement starts and stops.
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However, further studies will have to show whether this as-
sumption is valid or not.

The longer time needed for fixations in the social condi-
tion points to an interesting aspect only alluded to in the
Introduction: perceiving a social actor to be present does
not necessarily enhance the human’s performance. Rather,
as was the case, for instance, with humans observing incon-
gruent movements in the study of Kilner and colleagues [20,
26], using social models to interpret others’ actions can also
be detrimental to performance. At the same time, however,
having a good model of the other allows one to make more
accurate predictions. Future challenges will therefore beto
investigate more precisely what kind of (robot) implemen-
tations help improve human-robot interactions and exactly
under which circumstances. We propose that eye tracking
might be a useful technique to help find the right answers.

3 Conclusion

Eye movements were compared between movies that did
or did not evoke mental-states attributions. We argued that
these kinds of measures could also help to evaluate differ-
ent implementations of robots. Future research will have
to show where evoking mental interpretations can be ben-
eficial (e.g., when predictions of others’ behavior have to
be correct) or detrimental (e.g., when simple repetitive ac-
tions have to be performed and interference should be min-
imized). Additionally, a deeper understanding of eye move-
ment control will permit the development of robots better
tailored for human-robot interaction.
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